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AER excision and bead implantation. Fertilized chicken eggs (SPAFAS) were

incubated at 39 8C for ,72–80 h. After staining with a dilute Nile Blue solution,
the AER from the right forelimb was surgically excised and the embryo was
incubated for the time specified and was then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde.
Heparin acrylic beads, of ,200 mm in diameter, were soaked in 1 mg ml−1
FGF-4 (R&D Systems) for 1 h at ambient temperature. One bead was stapled
onto the posterior mesenchyme of a stage-20 forelimb from which the AER was
excised.
Virus preparation and infections. An EcoRI fragment of BS(Sk-)–IkB-aDN
of 0.9 kb was subcloned into a Cla12–Nco adaptor plasmid and then into
RCAS–BP(A)27. RCAS viral stocks were produced as described28. The vector
rAd–aDN was constructed by ligating the 0.9-kb Acc651 fragment of pBS(SK)–IkB-aDN into the Acc651 site of vector pAC. Identical construct formation
was used for wild-type IkB-a, pAC–IkBa. We used a modified procedure from
ref. 29 to prepare adenoviruses; additional details will be supplied upon
request. Fertilized chicken eggs were incubated at 39 8C for 36–96 h. The
eggs were windowed and the region to be infected stained with Nile Blue. Virus
was loaded into a capillary pipet, attached to a picospritzer II and delivered at
10 p.s.i. in three pulses of 30 ms. For injections within the entire limb, virus was
injected at 12–16 locations, depending on the limb size. For infection of a
specific region, for example, the ZPA, eight injections were performed within
that region. The egg was reincubated for 36 h or 7 days before being fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde for in situ hybridization or in 5% trichloroacetic acid (TCA)
for cartilage staining, respectively.
Cartilage staining. TCA-fixed embryos were stained overnight in 0.075%
Alcian Blue in acid alcohol, partially destained in 2% aqueous KOH,
dehydrated in 100% ethanol and cleared in methyl salicylate.
Scanning electron microscopy. Samples were fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde
buffered to pH 7.3 with sodium cacodylate. Following post-fixation in OsO4,
they were dehydrated, critical-point dried, and sputter-coated with gold before
viewing in a Hitachi S-500 scanning electron microscope.
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Proteolysis is essential for the execution of many cellular functions. These include removal of incorrectly folded or damaged
proteins1, the activation of transcription factors2, the ordered
degradation of proteins involved in cell cycle control3, and the
generation of peptides destined for presentation by class I molecules of the major histocompatibility complex4. A multisubunit
protease complex, the proteasome5, accomplishes these tasks.
Here we show that in mammalian cells inactivation of the
proteasome by covalent inhibitors allows the outgrowth of
inhibitor-resistant cells. The growth of such adapted cells is
apparently maintained by the induction of other proteolytic
systems that compensate for the loss of proteasomal activity.
Proteasomal function can be inhibited pharmacologically by
covalent or non-covalent modification of proteasomal b-subunits.
Peptide aldehydes4 act by forming a reversible hemiacetal adduct
with Thr 1 on catalytically active b-subunits6,7, whereas the natural
product lactacystin irreversibly alkylates Thr 18–11. An aminoterminally modified tri-leucine vinyl sulphone, NIPL3-VS (NLVS),
is a selective, covalent inhibitor that penetrates cell membranes
and can be used to inhibit proteasomes in living cells12. NLVS
and related peptide vinyl sulphones selectively and covalently
modify all three catalytically active (X, Y and Z) b-subunits, as
well as the g-interferon-inducible b-subunits (LMP2, LMP7 and
MECL-1), with little or no crossreaction with non-proteasomal
proteases12.
EL-4 lymphoma cells, maintained in the presence of 10 mM
NLVS, have drastically reduced proteasomal activity and die after
24–48 hours (Fig. 1). Homogenates from such EL-4 cells show
† Present addresses: Department of Pathology, Harvard Medical School, 200 Longwood Avenue, Boston,
Massachusetts 02115, USA (R.G., M.B. and H.L.P.): University of Utah Department of Biochemistry, Salt
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Figure 1 Covalent modification of proteasomes in
EL-4 cells cultured in the presence of NLVS blocks
enzymatic activity. The block in proteasomal activity
inhibits cellular proliferation, but a minor population
of EL-4 cells adapts to lethal concentrations of NLVS
after prolonged culture. a, EL-4 cells were incubated
in the presence of unlabelled NLVS for the indicated
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times and cellular homogenates of these cells were
tested against the fluorogenic peptide substrates
suc-LLVY-MCA (grey bars) and Z-GGL-MCA (black
bars), showing progressive loss of enzymatic
activity in a concentration- and time-dependent
manner. b, Cellular homogenates in a were labelled
with [125I]NLVS. c, EL-4 cells (100,000 cells per well)
were cultured with the indicated concentrations of
NLVS and counted daily. d, Cells recovered from
10 mM NLVS were adapted to grow in the presence
of 50 mM NLVS by gradually increasing the concentration of NLVS during culture.

reduced hydrolysis of proteasome-preferred fluorogenic peptide
substrates (Fig. 1a). Moreover, their proteasomal b-subunits are
refractory to modification with 125I-labelled NLVS (Fig. 1b). The
lowest concentration of NLVS required to block proteasomal
activity (5–10 mM) also inhibits the growth of EL-4 cells (Fig. 1a–
c); the toxic and inhibitory effects of NLVS depend on its tri-leucine
sequence, indicating that the toxicity is due to inhibition of the
proteasome (data not shown). In contrast, prolonged exposure of
EL-4 cells to the corresponding tri-leucine peptide aldehyde inhibitor (Z-L3-H) is toxic at 0.5–1.0 mM, a concentration at which
there is only minimal inhibition of proteasomal proteolysis4,12.
Although most EL-4 cells cultured in the presence of 10 mM NLVS
die (Fig. 1), after 2–3 weeks a minor population of EL-4 cells
recovers and grows (termed adapted cells; Fig. 1c, d). Limiting
dilution indicated a frequency of growth of ,1 in 300 cells in the
presence of 10 mM NLVS, whereas 50 mM NLVS did not allow any
recovery of cell growth (data not shown; Fig. 1c). This frequency of
adaptation rules out mutation as the cause of resistance to NLVS, as
does the observation that removal of NLVS allows recovery of
proteasomal activity after 24 h of culture (data not shown). EL-4
cells, adapted to grow in up to 50 mM NLVS by gradually increasing
the concentration of the inhibitor, had a growth rate similar to
normal EL-4 cells. In overgrown cultures, adapted EL-4 cells died
more rapidly than control cells, which could be due to effects on
cellular metabolism by high concentrations of NLVS when nutrients
are limiting (Fig. 1d).
Exposure of intact cells to [125I]NLVS showed labelling of control
but not of adapted EL-4 cells, indicating prior modification of
proteasomal b-subunits. To rule out the possibility that a change in
membrane permeability of adapted cells prevents access of NLVS to
the proteasome, proteolytic activity was monitored in cellular
homogenates. Hydrolysis of proteasome substrates Z-GGL-MCA,
Suc-LLVY-MCA (both substrates for the chymotrypsin-like activity) and Z-LLE-bNA (substrate for the PGPH (post glutamyl
peptide hydrolysing activity) was reduced in adapted EL-4 cells to
about 10–25% of control values, and labelling of proteasomal bsubunits by [125I]NLVS was largely absent (data not shown). Gel
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filtration and the assay of individual fractions for hydrolysis of the
Suc-LLVY-MCA substrate showed a characteristic pattern of 20S
proteasome (Fig. 2a: main peak fractions, 20–25) and 26S proteasome (Fig. 2a: shoulder fractions 16–19) activities in EL-4 cells,
whereas very little activity (,10%) remained in extracts prepared
from adapted EL-4 cells (Fig. 2a). Upon addition of [125I]NLVS, we
observed labelling of proteasomal b-subunits in fractions from
control cells, corresponding to the peak of Suc-LLVY-MCA hydrolytic activity, but no labelling was detectable in fractions from
adapted cells (Fig. 2b). These combined results indicate that the
reduced proteasomal activity in adapted cells is attributable to
covalent modification of b-subunits by NLVS.
We immunoprecipitated proteasomes from [35S]methionine-

Figure 2 Peptidase activity from EL-4-adapted and control fractions resolved by
gel filtration (see Methods). Cytosolic fractions were centrifugated at high speed
and the pellets were resuspended and fractionated on a Superose-6 column.
Each fraction was tested for peptidase activity (a) and labelled with [125I]NLVS (b).
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labelled control and adapted EL-4 cells with an antiserum against
the proteasomal C9 a-subunit. Analysis by two-dimensional SDS–
PAGE showed the characteristic pattern of a- and b-subunits13. The
relative intensities of the spots corresponding to b-subunits varied
slightly, but the labelling pattern was comparable for EL-4 and
adapted EL-4 cells (Fig 3a, b). The most obvious change was a
comigration of LMP7 and LMP8 in proteasomes from adapted cells
due to a shift in mobility of NLVS-modified LMP7 (Fig. 3b;
indicated as LMP7*). This was confirmed in vitro by showing that
NLVS-treatment of isolated proteasomal subunits from EL-4 cells
also resulted in comigration of NLVS-modified LMP7 with LMP8
(Fig. 3c, d).
Proteasomal proteolysis has been implicated in the generation of
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I bound
peptides4,14–17. Exposure of cells to either peptide aldehydes or
lactacystin causes a temporary deficiency in the supply of peptides
for MHC class I molecules4,16, leading to a reduction in the amount
of assembled MHC class I products. In EL-4 cells, newly synthesized
class I heavy chains rapidly form stable complexes with b2-microglobulin (b2m) and acquire complex-type glycans (Fig. 4a, d). In
EL-4 cells treated with NLVS, there is a substantial reduction in the
formation of assembled MHC class I complexes. As reported for
L929 cells18, we do not observe complete inhibition of MHC class I
assembly and transport, suggesting that non-proteasomal proteases
may contribute a fraction of MHC class I-presented peptides in
these cells (Fig. 4). Addition of MHC-binding peptide to cell lysates
restored the recovery of assembled MHC class I molecules that lack
terminal glycan modifications, which indicates an arrest of intracellular transport caused by a shortage of MHC ligands (Fig. 4b, e).
However, NLVS-adapted EL-4 cells displayed almost normal levels
of stable and therefore peptide-loaded MHC class I molecules which
indicates that there is a non-proteasomal source of MHC ligands
(Fig. 4).
In non-adapted EL-4 cells treated with the proteasome inhibitor
NLVS, degradation of ubiquitinated proteins is inhibited, as shown
by an increase in ubiquitin-conjugated material (relative molecular
masses of 50K–200K) revealed by immunoblotting (data not
shown). Staining the DNA of these cells with propidium iodide
showed an increased fraction of cells in the G2/M (41% in G2) phase
of the cell cycle in comparison with control cells (23% in G2),

8

Figure 4 Adapted EL-4 cells generate ligands for stable assembly and
intracellular transport of MHC class I molecules. Cells were pulsed with [35S]
methionine for 10 min and chased for the indicated times. The cells used were EL4 (a, d), NLVS-treated EL-4 (b, e) and NLVS-adapted EL-4 (c, f). To assess total
levels of class I heavy chain, regardless of peptide occupancy or state of
assembly, we used an antiserum (anti-p8) against the cytoplasmic tail of H–2Kb
(a–c). To detect properly conformed H–2Kb molecules, we used the monoclonal
antibody Y3 (d–f). Lysates were exposed to 37 8C for 20 min in the presence or
absence of 10 mM of an H–2Kb-binding peptide (SIINFEKL), or were kept at 4 8C.
Only peptide-stabilized class I molecules maintain their conformation (Y3reactive) at 37 8C. Bands corresponding to the heavy chain (HC) and b2-m are
indicated.
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consistent with proteasomal proteolysis being required at the
G2/M–G1 transition3,19–21. In adapted EL-4 cells growing in the
presence of NLVS, no cells accumulated in the G2/M phase (25% in
G2), and the levels of ubiquitinated proteins were comparable to
those in untreated EL-4 cells (data not shown). Thus, in adapted EL-4
cells, cell-cycle progression (Fig. 1d) and degradation of ubiquitinated
proteins continue in the absence of normal proteasomal function.
The occurrence of a large (M r . 1;000K) protease complex in
Thermoplasma, termed tricorn protease22, inspired us to examine
the possibility of similar large complexes in adapted cells that could
functionally replace proteasomal activity. Tricorn protease is resistant to proteasomal inhibitors and, characteristically, hydrolysis of
the AAF-MCA substrate requires a free amino terminus. We indeed
observed a remarkable increase in AAF-hydrolysing activity in
adapted compared with normal EL-4 cells (Fig. 5a).
Although the active site of the tricorn protease has not yet been
identified, it may contain a serine nucleophile22. As chloromethylketones are potent irreversible inhibitors of serine proteases23, we
synthesized AAF-chloromethylketone (AAF-CMK) and found that
it blocked AAF-hydrolysing activity in a dose-dependent manner,
achieving .80% inhibition in vitro at 10 mM AAF-CMK (Fig. 5b)
without inhibiting proteasomal activity. If the AAF-MCA hydrolysing activity in adapted cells can compensate for loss of the
proteasome, then inhibiting this activity should prevent growth of
adapted EL-4 cells. There was no effect of 5 mM AAF-CMK on the
growth of normal EL-4 cells, whereas proliferation of adapted EL-4
cells was inhibited (Fig. 5c, d). The AAF-MCA cleaving activity
must therefore be part of a protease or protease complex that
contributes to or is required for survival of adapted cells.
To distinguish the induced protease activity, from the proteasome, we isolated material by centrifugation of cytosol for 5
hours at 100,000g, fractionated this by gel filtration, and tested each
fraction for its capacity to hydrolyse AAF-MCA (Fig. 6; solid lines).
The peak of AAF-MCA hydrolysing activity resolved from the void
volume and eluted before the 20S and 26S proteasomes (Fig. 6). The
AAF-hydrolytic activity is thus associated with a complex larger
than the proteasome. This activity cannot be inhibited by NLVS,
whereas addition of 10 mM AAF-CMK blocks it completely (data
not shown, and Fig. 5). Analysis by SDS–PAGE and silver staining
showed that in control cells there was a cluster of proteasomal bsubunit-sized polypeptides of 20K–30K in fractions that cleave the
proteasome substrate LLVY-MCA, and in adapted cells there was a
complex set of polypeptides in the fractions that cleave AAF-MCA.
Proteasomal proteolysis can usually not be compromised without
inhibiting proliferation5,24 (Fig. 1). We have described the outgrowth of cells that, upon prolonged exposure to the proteasome
inhibitor NLVS, appear to be resistant to the inclusion of otherwise
toxic concentrations of this inhibitor. In these adapted cells there is
Peptidase activity

Mean fluorescence
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100

Control - LLVY
Adapted - AAF
Control - AAF
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50

0
10

20

30
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Figure 6 AAF-MCA hydrolysing activity elutes before the proteasome, indicating
that it has a higher Mr. Protein fractions from differential centrifugation of cytosols
(see Methods) were fractionated on a Superose-6 gel filtration column as for Fig.
2. Fractions were assayed for hydrolysis of the non-proteasomal substrate AAFMCA (solid lines) or Suc-LLVY-MCA (dashed line, indicating the elution of
proteasomal activity).
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an increase in enzymatic activity capable of hydrolysing AAF-MCA
which appears to be essential for the cells to grow when proteasomal
activity is blocked. This activity is separable from both 26S and 20S
proteasomes in specificity, size and inhibition profile. We propose
that a minority of cells express auxiliary proteases. In the absence of
proteasomal inhibition, these cells have no obvious growth advantage and are not represented in appreciable numbers. In the
continuous presence of NLVS, however, the rare cells that express
more AAF-hydrolysing activity are spared and recover to expand
after two weeks of culture, relying at least partly on AAF-hydrolysing activity to do so.
We conclude that proteasomes can be replaced functionally by
other protease activities, which raises questions about the fate of
ubiquitin-conjugated proteins in adapted cells, on the mechanisms
used by adapted cells to regulate their cell cycle, and on the possible
involvement of non-proteasomal cytosolic proteases in MHC class
I-restricted antigen presentation. Destruction of cyclins and cyclindependent-kinase inhibitors has almost invariably been attributed
to the ubiquitin–proteasomal system3,25–27. The detailed molecular
characterization of the activities that allow adapted cells to survive
M
will be a challenge.

8
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Methods

Cells and cell culture. The mouse lymphoma cell line EL-4 was maintained in

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s or RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10%
(v/v) fetal calf serum. Adapted EL-4 cells were maintained in the presence
of 50 mM 5-iodo-4-hydroxy-nitrophenyl acetyl-leucyl-leucyl-leucine vinyl
sulphone12.
125
Inhibitors. [ I]NIP-L3-VS and NIP-L3-VS (NLVS) were synthesized as
12
described . All inhibitors were added to lysates and to cells by dilution of a
dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) stock solution such that the final concentration
of DMSO was 1%.
Antibodies. Anti-C9 is a monoclonal antibody against a proteasomal asubunit in assembled proteasomes; rabbit anti-mouse proteasome is an
antiserum directed against assembled mouse proteasomes (gift from J.
Monaco)13; Y3 (ref. 28) is a monoclonal antibody that recognizes the a1/a2
domain of properly folded mouse class I heavy chains; anti-P8 is a rabbit
antiserum specific for exon 8 in the cytoplasmic tail of H–2Kb mouse MHC
class I heavy chains; and anti-ubiquitin is a polyclonal antiserum reactive
against ubiquitin and ubiquitin conjugates (gift from A. L. Haas).
Growth curves. Cells (100,000 in 1 ml medium) were grown in the presence of
inhibitor or DMSO (1%) in 24-well plates. Cells were resuspended daily, 20-ml
aliquots were removed and mixed with trypan blue dye (0.1%). Cells that
excluded the dye were considered viable and were counted.
Labelling of proteasomes with [125I]NIP-L3-VS. Cells (1:5 3 106 ) or lysates
(50 mg unless otherwise indicated) were labelled with [125I]NLVS, diluted to a
final concentration of 1:8 3 104 Bq ml 2 1 in tissue culture medium (cells) or
buffer I (lysates; 50 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 2 mM DTT, 5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM ATP).
Samples were incubated at 37 8C for 2 h then 1× (cells) or 4× (lysates) SDSsample buffer was added. Proteins were separated by SDS–PAGE.
Preparation of lysates from control EL-4, NLVS-treated or adapted cells.

Cells were washed in cold PBS, then in buffer I, and pelleted. Glass beads (,106
microns, acid-washed; Sigma) equivalent to the volume of the cellular pellet
were added, followed by the same volume of homogenization buffer (50 mM
Tris, pH 7.4, 1 mM DTT, 5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM ATP, 250 mM sucrose). Cells were
vortexed for 1 min. Beads and cell debris were removed by centrifugation at
1,000g for 5 min, followed by 10,000g for 20 min. Protein concentration was
determined using the BCA protocol (Pierce Chemical).
Fluorogenic peptide substrate assay. Peptidase activity was measured using
the following fluorescent labelled peptide substrates: Suc-LLVY-MCA, Z-LLGMCA and Suc-AAF-MCA for analysis of chymotrypsin-like activity of the
proteasome; Boc-LRR-MCA for analysis of the trypsin-like activity of the
proteasome; Z–LLE-bNA for analysis of the PGPH activity of the proteasome;
and AAF-MCA for analysis of non-proteasomal proteolysis. Partially purified
proteasomes from 5-h pellets (5 mg total protein), or total lysates (10 mg) were
diluted to 100 ml in only buffer I or 50 mM Tris, pH 7.4. Inhibitors and
substrates (100 mM) were added to samples as DMSO stocks. Samples were
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incubated at 37 8C for 45 min and the reaction was quenched with 1 ml 1% SDS.
Fluorescence was measured using a Hitachi F4500 spectrofluorimeter.
Class I assembly. To monitor class I assembly, a pulse-chase experiment was
done using EL-4 cells, EL-4 cells treated with 50 mM NLVS, or adapted EL-4
cells. NLVS-treated cells were pretreated with 50 mM NLVS for 16 h before the
pulse chase4. Stabilization was assayed as described29, using the OVA peptide
SIINFEKL. Class I molecules were isolated by immunoprecipitation using the
Y3 monoclonal antibody or p8 antiserum. Proteins were separated by SDS–
PAGE and visualized by fluorography.
Gel filtration of subcellular fractions. Lysates were prepared from control
EL-4 and EL-4 adapted cells (2–3 3 108 cells) and fractionated by differential
centrifugation. The 5-h 100,000g pellets were resuspended in 0.5 ml homogenization buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 20% glycerol) and injected into a
Superose-6 column (1:5 cm 3 30 cm) at room temperature. The sample was
eluted at a flow rate of 0.2 ml min−1. Fractions of 0.5 ml were collected and
placed on ice. Aliquots of each fraction (20 ml) were used to measure hydrolysis
of Suc-LLV-MCA and AAF-MCA.
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Activation of mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase (also
known as extracellular-signal-regulated kinase, or ERK)1 by
growth factors can trigger either cell growth or differentiation.
The intracellular signals that couple growth factors to MAP kinase
may determine the different effects of growth factors: for example, transient activation of MAP kinase by epidermal growth
factor stimulates proliferation of PC12 cells1, whereas they differentiate in response to nerve growth factor, which acts partly by
inducing a sustained activation of MAP kinase1. Here we show
that activation of MAP kinase by nerve growth factor involves two
distinct pathways: the initial activation of MAP kinase requires
the small G protein Ras, but its activation is sustained by the small
G protein Rap1. Rap1 is activated by CRK adaptor proteins and
the guanine-nucleotide-exchange factor C3G, and forms a stable
complex with B-Raf, an activator of MAP kinase. Rap1 is required
for at least two indices of neuronal differentiation by nerve
growth factor: electrical excitability and the induction of
neuron-specific genes. We propose that the activation of Rap1
by C3G represents a common mechanism to induce sustained
activation of the MAP kinase cascade in cells that express B-Raf.
PC12 cells are a well studied model of growth-factor specificity.
Treatment of PC12 cells with nerve growth factor (NGF) triggers
differentiation into sympathetic-like neurons, characterized by
electrical excitability, the induction of a set of neuron-specific
genes, and neurite outgrowth2,3. The ability of NGF to induce
sustained activation of the ERK family of MAP kinases has been
implicated in PC12 cell differentiation1,4–7. The molecular mechanisms responsible for sustaining ERK activation are not known.
However, signals that limit ERK activation have been identified.
In some cells, ERK directs the phosphorylation of the Ras guaninenucleotide-exchange factor, Sos, to terminate Ras-dependent ERK
activation8. Therefore, Ras-independent pathways may be required
to maintain ERK activation for sustained periods. As Rap1 can also
stimulate ERK in PC12 cells9, we examined whether Rap1 contributes to NGF action in PC12 cells.
Using an interfering mutant of Rap1, RapN17 (ref. 9), we showed
that Rap1 is required for maximal activation of ERK by NGF in
PC12 cells. RapN17 blocked the ability of NGF to stimulate the
sustained phase of ERK activation in these cells, without inhibiting
the initial rapid phase of ERK activation. In contrast, RasN17, a
dominant-negative mutant of Ras, blocked only the initial phase of
ERK activation by NGF (Fig. 1a). It has been suggested that Ras is
essential for NGF signalling to ERKs10,11, but these studies investigated only early time points of stimulation by NGF or used stably
transfected clonal variants of PC12 cells rather than wild-type cells.
Our results indicate that Ras and Rap1 mediate the initial and the
sustained phases of NGF-induced activation of ERK, respectively,
and that Ras and Rap1 act largely independently of each other.
As one of the nuclear targets of ERK is Elk-1, a transcription factor of the Ets family9, NGF-induced activation of ERK
can be monitored by measuring the rate of Elk-1-dependent
transcription9. In PC12 cells, NGF stimulated Elk-1 more than did
EGF (Fig. 1b). Expression of RapN17 reduced NGF-induced activation of Elk-1 to levels observed following stimulation by epidermal
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